WEEKDAY 3 COURSE LUNCH
$18
MONDAY - FRIDAY
11:00AM - 4:00PM
Choose 1 menu item from each course.
Additional items may be ordered a la carte.
Choice of Fountain Soda, Drip Coffee or Ice Tea included.

SALAD OR À LA CARTE

TOMATO SOUP. ..(V, GF)..........................$6/10
San Marzano, Sazón

CAESAR SALAD .............................................$12
O Add Chicken / $4

MIXED GREENS ..(V, GF)..........................$7
Sesame (V), Ranch (GF) or Sherry Vinaigrette (V, GF)
O Add Chicken / $4

FRENCH FRIES (DOUBLE FRIED)..............$5

GREEN PAPAYA SALAD..(GF, DF)....(PEANUT ALLERGEN).........$9

VERMOUTH MARINATED OLIVES..(VE, GF)..........................$6

JASMINE RICE ..............................................$3.50

MAINS

Add Fries (V, GF) or Arroz Verde (V, GF) to a Main Course +$2
Add Bacon +$2

CROQUE MONSIEUR .............................................$13
(GRILLED CHEESE WITH HAM)
Crispy Golden Brown Country Bread, Rosemary Ham, Gruyère

CHEESEBURGER..............................................$10
Fresh Ground Chuck, House Pickles, Lettuce
O Double Up / $3 O Add Carmelized Onion / $1
O Add Fries / $2 O Add Egg

GRILLED CHEESE ..(VE)..........................$13
Chihuahua Cheese, Sourdough

PISTO MANCHEGO ..(VE).............................$12
Zucchini, Charred Eggplant, Roasted Pepper, Toast, Aioli

POZOLE..(GF)..............................................$12
Pork Shoulder, Hominy, Guajillo

CA RI FRIES ..(GF, DF)..........................$11
Vietnamese Curry, Rau Thom, Crispy Fries, Jasmine Rice

DESSERT

ARROZ CON LECHE DE COCO..(VE, DF)..........................$6
Rice Pudding with Coconut, Vietnamese Cinnamon, and Lime

MINI CHOCOLATE MOUSSE ..(VE).............................$6
Caramel, Shortbread, Republica de Cacao Dark Chocolate

STRAWBERRY BASIL TART ..(VE)..............................$8
Thai Basil, Whipped Cream, Lemon Zest

(GF) Gluten Free (DF) Dairy Free (VE) Vegetarian (V) Vegan
COFFEE
Locally Roasted by Presta Coffee

DRIP
A classic cup of Presta coffee

ESPRESSO
A double shot of Presta’s 130 PSI espresso

CAPPUCINO
An 8 oz. cup of espresso and foamed milk of your choice. Enjoyed hot.

CORTADO
A 6 oz. delight of espresso and steamed milk of your choice. Enjoyed hot.

COLD BREW
Enjoy a pint of Presta’s impressive cold brew. Available on tap.

LATTE
Our pride and joy. A perfect blending of espresso and a milk of your choice. Enjoy hot or iced.

PASTRIES

ALMOND/OAT MILK

SYRUPS

SOFT DRINKS

FOUNTAIN SODA

- Coke
- Diet Coke
- Sprite
- Dr Pepper

PREMIUM FOUNTAIN SODAS

- Gosling’s Ginger Beer
- Top Note Tonic

FRESH SQUEEZED LEMONADE

ICED TEA

BEER

BARRIO BONDE ALE
Tucson / 5% ABV

BARRIO HIPSTERVILLE IPA
Tucson / 6.4% ABV

DRAGOON PILSNER
Tucson / 5.3% ABV

DRAGOON BLUEBERRY SOUR
Tucson / 4.2% ABV

HELTON BOYSENBERY SOUR
Phoenix / 6.7% ABV

AUSTIN EASTCIDER DRY APPLE CIDER
Barton Spring, TX / 5% ABV

WINE

JP CHENET BLANC DE BLANCS BRUT
NV / France

NAVERAN CAVA BRUT
2018 / Spain

M.A.N CHENIN BLANC
2020 / South Africa

NORTICO ALVARINHO
2019 / Portugal

MACON-VILLAGES CHARDONNAY
2017 / France

LIQUID GEOGRAPHY MENCIA
2019 / Spain

ANCiano TEMPRANILLO
2015 / Spain

SNAKES & LATTES
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- Dr Pepper
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- Gosling’s Ginger Beer
- Top Note Tonic
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